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Introduction
Motivation
Platform One exists to deliver capabilities to the warfighter at the speed of need.
We rapidly deploy secure, maintainable capabilities into Production environments based on users’ operational needs. We use a DevSecOps mindset to lower barriers to delivery – building security and quality in
from the beginning and continuously thereafter. Traditionally, DoD Production software requires an Authority to Operate (ATO) that must be reassessed with every change. Like Kessel Run and Space CAMP
before us, we leverage the power of the Continuous ATO (cATO) to shift this pain left by vetting the
processes that produce capabilities rather than an after-the-fact audit. Because all capabilities are developed under the processes, we can continuously integrate security and deliver changes without waiting
weeks or months for each change to be audited. This document describes the processes that Platform One
follows to be granted a cATO.

Putting the Continuous into continuous ATO
Platform One (P1) provides a security-first approach to modern software development for military
weapon systems that leverages industry best-practices alongside production platforms for those systems
to run on. We do this by leveraging modern development practices as well as having Kubernetes and a
sidecar container stack following the DoD Enterprise DevSecOps Reference Design for our production
environments.
Automating quality check and compliance tasks through a CI/CD pipeline is a critical aspect of obtaining
a cATO. This guide and supplemental documents identify the approach by which Platform One capability
development teams obtain a Certificate to Field (CtF) under the Platform One cATO, enabling them to
truly deliver flexible software.

A little background
Before software factories existed in the Air Force, many teams around the Department of Defense (DoD)
and United States Government (USG) were finding creative ways to introduce agile, deliver faster and
create clever acquisition strategies. Some of those these innovators including GSA’s 18F, NGA’s
GEOINT Services and DIU set the stage for what would become Kessel Run. Starting in 2016, they
changed the game for military software by building and deploying applications to the warfighter within
days and sometimes hours. At the end of 2018, some of the same Airmen then started Space CAMP, which
took some of the best ideas from Kessel Run and created a software factory for space systems. After
learning of the work at Space CAMP, AF Chief Software Officer (CSO) Nicolas Chaillan selected their
development stack for the P1 MVP, and during this time, the AF Chief Transformation Officer Lauren
Knausenberger awarded the second-ever DoD cATO to Space CAMP. Here are the highlights of that
work:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Streamlined software approval through a cATO
User-centered design & balanced teams
A culture that encourages pushing decisions to the lowest level—and documenting them
Avoid vendor-lock by building on an open, container-based platform (Kubernetes)
Always evaluate new technologies to increase team efficiency & security
Consider microservice / service mesh architectures early & often
Leverage event-driven software patterns
Building a network of like-minded software organizations to grow the DevSecOps future

Where is the Bus!?!?
At Platform One we offer our stack as Infrastructure as Code (IaC) and Configuration as Code (CaC) or
as a managed opinionated stack (the Party Bus). This document is mostly about boarding the Party Bus,
but also discusses contributing back to our IaC/CaC baseline if your needs are beyond what we offer out
of the box.
Platform One has 3 Products that enable your mission needs:
•
•
•

The Party Bus-(ABMS ADCE) – Teams get instant access to develop tools and CI/CD pipelines
leveraging Platform One’s cATO (P1 team will handle updates/configurations so you don’t have to)
Big Bang – Is the Infrastructure as Code and Configuration as Code (IaC/CaC) base MVP that can
be deployed onto any cloud-based environment.
Iron Bank – The DoD repository of digitally signed, binary container images that have been hardened and accredited for DoD-wide use across multiple classifications.

After reading this guide...
Head over to the AF CSO website (https://software.af.mil/) and its dedicated page on DevSecOps. There
you will find everything you need to get connected to the AF CSO, Nicolas M. Chaillan. Head over to
PLATFORM ONE (p1.dsop.io/) and learn about our Team, Products and Services. If there are questions,
comments or even better you want to learn to be a part of Platform One (ONE OF US, ONE OF US),
contact us; we’d love to talk with you more!
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Platform One Leadership
Director
The Director is responsible for ensuring the vision of Platform One and all of its members
continues to advance in a positive and mission impactful fashion. The Director role is
similar to the business development leaders you would find on a Board of Executives.
The Platform One Director removes blockers and works to keep P1 staffed, equipped, well fed, and happy.
They are tasked with ensuring a flat organizational structure, innovative culture and, as much as possible,
serve to shield the product teams from non-customer stakeholders. Ultimately the director deals with the
“issues” and “challenges” that comes with running an organization of this magnitude. This allows the
engineers to engineer.
Created b y Артур Абт
from the Noun Project

Platform One Director
Maj Rob Slaughter
https://www.linkedin.com/in/robertcslaughter

Chief Tactics Officer (CTO)
The CTO is responsible for ensuring the overall technical strategy properly executes the
CAMP Counselor’s vision. The CTO role is similar to a Chief Technology Officer within
a commercial organization. Along with the CAMP Medics and the CISO, they aid teams
with architecture decisions, engineering support and general problem-solving.
Created b y Ni thi nan Tatah
from the Noun Project

Platform One CTO
Mr. Jeff McCoy
linkedin.com/in/jeffsmccoy

Chief Information Security Officer (CISO)
The CISO’s primary focus is on the security of Platform One. The CISO and his team works closely with
the Party Bus, Iron Bank and Big Bang teams to introduce and maintain security tools that ensure the
integrity of the products being developed. They are constantly looking for improved ways to build secure
products, and their role is similar to a Chief Information Security Officer in the commercial space.
Platform One CISO
Mr. Matt Huston
linkedin.com/in/matthew-huston-64b859162

Medics
Medics are both process experts and senior engineers that support one or more teams. Medics can come
from any team and are there to help teams work through technical and process issues that they come across
throughout the development process. For details, see Addendum 1.
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The Main Idea
“Agile is cool”
Pretty much everyone (except Pakistan) agrees that
waterfall isn’t the answer for modern software delivery. Also, it probably never was the answer…look to the right. Unfortunately, this has
caused a lot of dev shops to use the term “agile”
while still living the waterfall life. Platform One
and its CAMPs work hard to stay disciplined and
actually employ agile software development methodologies.

Platform One Agile Philosophy
At Platform One we embrace Extreme Programming (XP), an opinionated flavor of agile software development that supports a sustainable pace. That pace allows us to continually produce quality code that can
adapt to changes rapidly. In XP, teams constantly adjust the scope of work (product backlog) instead of
just working more hours in a day. Here are some of the highlights:
•
•

•
•

Pair Programing: Two engineers sharing the same development environment, building software
together. This enables real-time peer review while collaborating on the best engineering decision
when the functionality is being written.
TDD: Red - Green - Refactor. Begin by describing an expected behavior in a failing test (red). Next,
implement the simplest solution to make the test pass (green). Then, refactor mercilessly. This does
more than just provide high code-coverage, it ensures a pair stays focused on the task at hand and
keeps tests documenting expected behavior instead of code implementation.
CI/CD: Platform One’s software delivery process sets high standards for code quality, formatting
and security. Every commit is tested completely every time–locally and remotely. CI/CD keeps teams
accountable and is essential for the cATO.
Small Iterations: Teams target a weekly iteration cycle to reduce the risk of stagnation, tighten the
user feedback loop, and always work on the next most important thing.

The above only scratches the surface of the rules that Extreme Programming promotes. You can see the
full list here, and below is more detail on how some of these individual pieces are implemented at P1 and
its CAMPs.
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Balanced Teams
Balanced teams are one of the more fundamental structures that we make use of at Platform One (even
though they aren’t strictly part of XP). These teams use roles to divide work and create an atmosphere of
trust with well-defined domains of control. Developers control the codebase and are led by the Anchor
who advocates for the technical demands and limitations of the system. Designers advocate for the future
needs of the users. Project Managers (PMs) manage this balance of technical demands and user needs
through backlog prioritization. This structure allows a product to grow without putting too much emphasis
on features at the expense of reliability or too much focus on technical excellence at the expense of user
needs.

Weekly project rhythm
Every day, we start with two different standups. The first is office wide, where the whole
office meets new team members, asks for help from other teams, and learns about upcoming
events. After the office standup is the individual team standup, where the teams tackle planning specific to them. Items discussed might include the current status of stories, if there is
anything blocking work on a story, and assigning pairs for the day. Standups are meant to be
short and to the point so we can get started on today’s work fast.

Pre-IPM (< 30 mins)

Retro (1 hr)

Where stories that are to be included in the next
iteration are discussed for business need, priority, and
completeness. Attended by all members of the team.

A chance to complain about the week. Sometimes
mention good things. The real point of the retro is to
give everyone a chance to be honest about the team’s
health and course correct. This is embodied by the XP
rule to fix XP when it breaks.

IPM (30 mins - 1 hr)

The goal of IPM is to produce a backlog of stories
ready to be worked by a pair of engineers. Attended
by the entire team.

Design Critique (1 hr)

A chance for designers to get feedback from other
designers, PMs and User Advocates on new concepts
and designs that they are introducing

Discipline & High Standards
As mentioned above, discipline is a very important part of implementing Agile processes, and this goes
for all levels of an Agile organization. At P1, the CI/CD pipeline is handled by a dedicated team to both
support developer speed and also keep engineers accountable for the disciplines we believe in, which are
outlined in this guide. This pipeline is also critical for authorization so we can deliver fast. We work to
ensure everyone follows these practices, but we are not prisoners to them. See Security Practices & Processes for more details.
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Two Person Integrity
Code review is important, and Pair Programing approximates a continuous code review. This encourages
quality in development, but also lends itself to security. This model implements a simple version of Two
Person Integrity: all code is co-authored and never written in isolation.
User-Centered Design (UCD)
While XP gives us the ability to move fast in code, UCD helps ensure teams are building the right thing
and not wasting cycles on features the users don’t want. UCD is an iterative design process in which
designers focus on the users and their needs in each phase of the design process. UCD calls for involving
users throughout the design process via a variety of research and design techniques so as to create highly
usable and accessible products for them. From the idea to the inception designers along with the product
manager, developers, stakeholders, and users discover and frame the solutions to address user pain points
and needs. From the first iteration, the team works toward a minimum viable product (MVP) that provides
enough value for users to be able use it (but is still not a perfect solution).
“Design only what you need. Deliver it quickly. Create enough customer contact to get meaningful feedback fast.” - Jeff Gothelf
User-centered design demands that designers employ a mixture of investigative (e.g., surveys and interviews) and generative (e.g., brainstorming) methods to develop an understanding of user needs. These
techniques are used heavily in the Discovery and Framing phase which is revisited throughout the life of
a product.
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What Do We Do Here?
Product Manager (PM)
The PM must understand the business objectives, stakeholder vision, user needs, and
technical challenges associated with the software they are delivering. They write user
stories, work with designers and engineers to prioritize those stories, and manage the
day to day product team tempo. They are not the boss of the team, however; they are one
member of a balanced team working to deliver the product.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create / maintain user stories
Prioritize the product backlog
Ensure there is enough work for each iteration
Facilitate team meetings
Represent their team for stakeholders
Accept & reject completed stories
Manage product schedules & release notes

Created b y MRFA
from the Noun Project

Designer
The Designer engages with the user to understand their pain points and to generate ideas to solve those
pain points. Designers often have the most face time with the users and are critical to communicate the
problem that needs to be solved for a given story.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Represent the user to the product team
Investigate user pain & leverage user advocates to maximize problem fidelity
Generate ideas to solve user pain points
Validate ideas early & often with users
Build prototypes from ideas
Work with PMs to transform prototypes into user stories

Software Engineer
Much of the team is made up of software engineers. Beyond creating the software, they
also help the PM to understand the level of effort for stories during the IPM and collaborate with designers as needed to complete features. Within the engineers, one is identified as the Anchor. This is an engineering responsibility within a team based on who
will be there the longest to guide the long-term technical direction of a team.
Created b y Ker'i s
from the Noun Project

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Write code in pairs
Use TDD for all production code
GIT Rebase / push to master
Pick the next most important story in the backlog to work on
Point stories during the IPM
Rotate pairs to share context
Make technical decisions within a pair
Host tech talks to increase learning
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User Advocate
In an ideal world, designers would have access to all users all the time. However, this is very rarely feasible. To mitigate this issue, a User Advocate works closely with the Designers as an embedded user that
can speak to many of the users’ pain points. They often speak for a number of users, but also have the
responsibility to ensure their insights reflect the concerns of the group and not just their own.
•
•
•
•

May no longer be an active user, but have recent/first-hand knowledge
Provide subject matter expertise
Assist in domain-specific algorithms
Aid designers in shaping solutions
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Security Practices & Processes
Development environment
Servers
® AWS GovCloud within an ITAR boundary
® Privileged access restricted by approved Cloud Native Access Point.
This includes Zero Trust enforcement.
Workstations (CHT and Pipeline)
® Monitored by Host Based Security System (HBSS)
® Nightly shutdowns, because cold-boot attacks are scary
® MacOS w/full disk encryption and system firewall
® SSH keys to connect to code base
® Adhere to approved STIG policy
All DevOps Tools
® Everything is isolated behind the Cloud Native Access Point
® Single Sign On with MFA (DoD PKI or TOTP based on Impact Level (IL)) via P1 SSO

How we choose tools
We don’t just add new tools to the developer environment because they are trendy, we use a set of questions to evaluate their utility for the Iron Bank. The same process is used for new tools and evaluating
alternative tools.
®
®
®
®
®
®

What is the country of origin?
What is the health of the tool? (support community, contributors, testing, etc.)
What companies/organizations trust the tool / general adoption rate?
Does it solve a legitimate engineering need?
What is the license & cost to operate?
What are the alternatives?

When we decide

Created b y BomSymbols
from the Noun Project

If another tool is already in play, then the new tool will be installed side-by-side. Both tools will be run
for a period until it can be determined if the tool provides additional benefits to the security posture of the
Iron Bank. Based on the results the tool is retired, replaces the existing tool, or in some cases continues to
live alongside the existing tool.

How we document decisions
Major technical decisions are recorded in an Architecture Decision Record (ADR) and
stored within a repository for historical tracking. This is a lightweight strategy for tracking
changes over time to inform future discussions and provides historical context for previous
decisions.
Created b y Eucal yp
from the Noun Project
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Secure the DoD
Within the DoD we put security first; the safety of our country is at stake. For too long this meant making
it extremely difficult to get software approved to be used within the networks. The result is that the Department is decades behind on technology. In some organizations they are not permitted to update their
technology until their tools reach End of Life (EOL). In some other organizations they continue to use
products even after the tool has been sunset.
Even though this ensures that all products used on the network have been scanned, this
also means that we restrict our folks from being able to use the latest tools to give us the
edge against our adversaries. This also means that zero-day vulnerabilities can come out
on the versions of the software the DoD is using, but since the commercial vendor is 1 or
more major versions ahead, they may not be concerned with patching that vulnerability
for the software we are using.
Timeliness is a foundational concept around security. If we cannot move at the pace of relevance, our
Created b y Anagaja Design
software is obsolete, and vulnerabilities pile up. Having the ability to automaticallyfrom
update
containers
the Noun
Project
across DoD when a vulnerability is discovered or add mitigation capabilities to existing software is game
changing for the Department.

Automation
The software development world has matured to the point that some products are pushing out hundreds release per day. They have adopted a methodology of Agile Development. If we are going to be able to keep up with our adversaries, we need to have an
Agile way of approving commercial and open source software. Since there is no way
that a human can keep up, we must look to automating this process as much as possible
while removing bottlenecks. One-time static code analysis per year should be unacceptable in this new
world.
Created b y ProSymbol s
from the Noun Project

Standards/Continuous Monitoring
Automation is great, but you must know the purpose of your automation. Standards are a way that we can create criteria that will still evaluate the quality of a
product to buy down the risk and keep our networks secure.
Standards cannot just be evaluated once and determined to be good. The only
way that we can truly buy down our risk to support expediting application approval is to have the applications continuously evaluated while they are running
enforcing the standards that we establish. Standards should be living documents that
continuously improve.

Created b y Ni ck Bluth
from the Noun Project

Multi-Party Validation
Even with the best automation in the world, you are still going to want to have
“trusted” individuals validating the process at various stages. We need to have multiple sets of eyes that are checking the products coming through the pipeline as well
as experts that can evaluate the findings when appropriate. It is also important that
if a finding has been validated that we don’t waste time validating a finding again.
The concept of a whitelist per container is being used. As long as there aren’t new
findings when a container is being scanned, it is automatically re-approved.
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Created b y Creative Stall
from the Noun Project

Authorization to Operate (ATO)
Like the rest of the DoD, we use the NIST Risk Management Framework (RMF) for evaluating the security of a system based on the environment and technologies. RMF consists of controls identifying best
practice and overall enhancing the security of the environment. Examples of these controls include ports
and protocols used by an application, event logging, authentication, and privilege access configurations.
The Platform One model used by the Party Bus lends itself to being divided up into 3 separate ATOs. At
each layer, controls are inherited.

Infrastructure ATO
A portion of the RMF controls are answered in the infrastructure ATO. These include controls like personnel access to the physical/virtual servers for example.
Platform as a Service (PaaS) ATO
Sitting on top of the infrastructure is the PaaS layer. This is the system orchestration used to host the
applications, and as with infrastructure, a portion of the RMF controls are answered in the platform ATO.
These include controls like boundary protection, access control, auditing, and information flow. This layer
of is the system orchestration used to host P1’s “GitOps”, “ChatOps” and Mission Application Pipelines.
Platform One uses CNCF compliant Kubernetes cluster with the Sidecar Container Security Stack as mandated by the DoD DevSecOps Ref Design.
Software cATO
Unlike the other ATOs, the cATO doesn’t start in the production environment. This cATO starts at the
beginning of the development process with clients.
•
•

Product teams go through a rigorous training process where they learn the fundamentals of what it
means to be an agile product team and to do so with security first.
Applications go through a robust, accredited CI/CD pipeline that scans applications with industry
leading tools for Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE), Common Weakness Enumeration
(CWE), and compliance with the DISA STIGs.
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•
•

Utilize SD Elements to map RMF considerations to the application, and automatically inject security
stories in the project management tool as applicable to that application.
After a P1 Medic & Cyber Security review, the Certificate to Field (CtF) is issued by an Authorizing
Official’s Designated Representative (AODR). Revalidation occurs annually, randomly, and upon major version changes.
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Party Bus Addendums
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A1. How to make a Medic
Medics are our unicorns. To earn the title of CAMP Medic, engineers go through a number of stages to
ensure they are not only technically competent, but also a good fit to bootstrap product teams and develop
better engineers. Medics are also process experts and help shape how it evolves over time. If you’ve read
The Phoenix Project, Medics are a combination of a Brent (the sharing kind) and Patty…if you haven’t,
go read it.
There are no restrictions on who is eligible to become a Medic (government, contractor, etc.), but the final
decision to promote someone to a Medic rests with the current cadre of Medics. Once a candidate has
reached the nomination threshold, they enter a residency phase where they will be challenged and vetted
by teammates, P1 leadership and current Medics.
Phases of Medic Selection:
•
An engineer is nominated by their peers by reaching out to the existing medics (if the nominator is
already a medic, they must recuse themselves).
•
An interview is conducted with two current Medics (including at least one government Medic).
•
Medics consider the results of the interview and reach a majority consensus.
•
The candidate is rotated to a new team for a period of 1-2 weeks. This ensures the breadth of experience needed to be successful as a Medic and to further validate the nomination.
•
After completion of the team evaluation period, the PM, designer and anchor are interviewed to understand how the candidate performed.
•
The candidate then interviews with P1 leadership and is either confirmed or denied.
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A2. Security Implementation: The fine print no one reads
Workstations
All workstations are equipped with the HBSS agent which conducts scans outside duty
hours. All workstations are powered down daily at 8 PM (that’s 2000 for military-types).
Service Accounts
Team based service accounts are used on all workstations and are managed through the IT Ops
(IT Support Team). A machine login is directly linked to a service account within Gitlab that
has permissions restricted as appropriate for that team. Git Pair will be used when committing
code to Gitlab to identify engineer(s) working the commit. When a pair leaves, i.e. end of the
day, the pair will logout of all browser sessions and logout of the machine itself.
Keep Things Updated
Zero-days yay! We can’t do much about those, so we do what we can to mitigate threats
to our systems and services by upgrade policies. All services in GovCloud will be checked
weekly for updates and prioritized in the backlog for action by the Pipeline Team. Workstation program and system updates are managed by the IT Ops and will follow the same
process on a monthly schedule.
Rights & Access
Product teams are in full control over the access to their products. While we encourage
the open sharing of information, we also are very cognizant of the need to protect the
sensitivity of the content. As products are pushed to their respective production environments, mission owners can determine the level of access to their product. Specific user
groups can be configured within the P1 SSO to ensure limited access.
Physical Security
Physical security is something that will vary by location. Work within the Platform One
factories will have secured access.
® Sign-in log
All visitors to any P1 site will sign-in to a visitor log prior to entry to the site. Physical access logs will be
reviewed periodically for the list of persons allowed access to the P1 office. This review will confirm that
physical access has been authorized and that there is a legitimate business need for the visit. The frequency
of these reviews will be relative to the level of sensitivity of the systems and the risk involved.
® Fob/Badge Access
All assigned P1 staff are provided a fob/badge that allows access into the building. Request
for a fob/badge will be submitted to the security team. Some other buildings if within DoD
or a base, will be using CAC.
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Insider Threats
No one wants to end up in the news for a data breach. As a security first team the possibility
of insider threat is taken very seriously. An insider threat doesn’t have a specific haircut,
wear certain clothes, or even have a sign that says, “Insider Threat”, therefore multi-party
approval is required to mitigate that risk.
We holistically and continuously evaluate our potential attack surface and harden our internal and external
access points. Some of the initial hardening steps we have taken are listed below. This list will continue
to grow as the environment continues to mature.
®
®
®
®
®
®
®

Least privilege
Separation of duties enforcement
Enforcing logon/logoff hours on Platform One machines
Physical security (see above)
Awareness & training
Device beacon monitoring
Log capture and audit
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A3. Computer Incident Response Team (CIRT)
The CIRT is like the Pepto-Bismol you keep in the bottom of your rucksack and hope
you never have to use it. When the time comes that you do, no one regrets it.
Oversight
AF CSO – Nicolas Chaillan
CISO – Matthew Huston
CTO – Jeff McCoy
ISSM – Aaron Brown

Engineering Staff
Medic – Josh Wolf
Medic – Andrew Greene
Sr Engineer – Aaron Rus

Procedures
The CIRT will respond to incidents for which it was formed according to
the following factors:
®
®
®
®

Safety (human life)
Urgent Concerns (critical system/data that cannot be accessed)
Containment (data leakage)
Incident-specific Risk Mitigation
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A4. DevOps Research & Assessment (DORA) Metrics
Creating metrics for software development is hard. With so many possible measurements it would be easy
to make an epic failure look good—you could basically paint the grass. Thankfully, some of the DevOps
industry leaders built a tool give software organizations a rubric to really understand where they excel and
where they don’t.
Of course, as a software shop, we aren’t just going to gather
metrics manually, so we are working on a DevOps metrics application called “The Prime Directive” with the goal of collecting several key measurements:
®
®
®
®

Lead time for changes
Deployment frequency
Time to restore service
Change failure rate
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Some Translations
AFLCMC

DevSecOps

The Air Force Life Cycle Management Center
(AFLCMC) mission is to acquire and support
war-winning capabilities.

Development, Security, Operations: DevSecOps is
a security-first disciplined approach to continuous
software integration & delivery. It is more than just
software pipelines; it is a culture that cares about
delivery quality code fast and securely. Platform
One has DevSecOps culture.

AFRL
The Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL). The
AFRL leads the discovery, development, and
delivery of warfighting technologies for our air,
space and cyberspace forces.
AFWERX
A Catalyst for agile Air Force engagement across
industry,
academia
and
non-traditional
contributors
to
create
transformative
opportunities and foster an Air Force culture of
innovation.
ATO
The Authorization to Operate is how we get
software legally and securely in the hands of our
users. It is an ever-evolving improvement process
to protect our networks.
CI/CD
Continuous Integration/Continuous Delivery
using a pipeline to automatically take committed
code, run it through tests, and optionally, deploy
that code into production.
cATO
The continuous Authority to Operate is process
for software by combining software security into
the agile software development methodology sot
that the ATO assessment process is done
alongside development.
CSO
Air Force Chief Software Officer: a position under
SAF/AQ to guide all software development efforts
across the service. The AF CSO is the executive
agent for DevSecOps for DoD and the DSAWG
DevSecOps Chair.

DevSecOps Platform (DSOP)
Iron Bank is a capability part of the DevSecOps
Platform, the DoD-wide technical capability
behind DSOI.
DISA
The Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA)
provides IT and communications support to the
military services, the combatant commands, and
any individual or system contributing to the
defense of the United States.
DoD Enterprise DevSecOps Initiative (DSOI)
The DoD Enterprise DevSecOps Initiative is a
partnership between DoD CIO, OUSD A&S and
the Air Force (as executive agent) to bring best of
breed practices and DevSecOps technologies,
capabilities and managed services for the rest of
DoD. Platform One is part of the DSOI.
Platform One
An aggregation of several years of iterations across
several organization on orchestration platforms
culminating on a product to be the standard across the
DoD. Platform One is also the executive agent for

DevSecOps for DoD, building enterprise
services for DoD programs.
SAF AQ
The Secretary of the Air Force for Acquisition
(SAF AQ) mission is to cost effectively modernize
to deliver capability to the warfighter when needed
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USCYBERCOM
It unifies the direction of cyberspace operations,
strengthens DoD cyberspace capabilities, and
integrates and bolsters DoD's cyber expertise.
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